Insights: Energy stocks hold the key for Canadian investors this winter
February 11th, 2019
After a good run from the Christmas Eve lows, the Canadian mid-cap stock rally, as tracked by the INK Canadian
Insider (CIN) Index, stalled last week as the Index ran into technical resistance mid-week. This is similar to what
happened in early January when the Index hit the upper end of its Bollinger Band range which set the stage for a twoweek consolidation before moving higher. While there remains a risk that Wednesday's intraday high of 1130.28
represents a significant top, at this point insider sentiment suggests any pullbacks are likely to be temporary.
Our INK Indicator, which measures insider sentiment by tracking the number of companies with key insider buying
versus those with selling, appears to have put in a peak at the end of December. Peak insider buying often takes place
as a base in share prices is forming. The indicator is now falling from that peak which is a positive sign because it
signals that some medium-term upward momentum is broadly beginning to take hold. We use insider behaviour as
confirmation of underlying momentum because insiders tend to reduce their buying as stock prices rise. As such, a
falling indicator confirms that, broadly speaking, stock prices have the wind at their back.
If we are wrong about the bullish insider sentiment signal, the first clues of us being offside would be a return of
sustained outperformance of large-cap stocks over the INK CIN Index. We will be keeping a close eye on that
relationship in the weeks ahead. Mid and small-cap oil & gas stocks may well hold the key as to whether the INK CIN
can make new 2019 highs this winter and pull decisively ahead of large caps. The S&P/TSX Energy Index is more-orless flat over the past month, with smaller names in the sector lagging.
Last week, the three INK CIN Index laggards were all Energy sector names with no company-specific news: Calfrac
Well Services (Cloudy; CFW) -8.0%, Bonterra Energy (Mostly Sunny; BNE) -10.1%, and Yangarra Resources (Mostly
Sunny; YGR) -13.0%. The top gainers were Magellan Aerospace (Sunny; MAL) +12.7%, Dorel Industries (Mostly
Sunny; DII.B) +6.1%, and Kirkland Lake Gold (Mixed; KL) +4.7%. Like the laggards, the winners had no company
issued news that might explain their relative moves.
INK Edge outlook ranking categories (Sunny, Mostly Sunny, Mixed, Cloudy, Rainy) are designed to identify groups of
stocks that have the potential to out- or under-perform the market. However, any individual stock could surprise on the
up or downside. As such, outlook categories are not meant to be stock-specific recommendations. For background on
our INK Edge outlook, please visit our FAQ #5 at INKResearch.com.

Top 3 Gainers Last Week
Company Name
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Stock Symbol 1 Week Return %

Magellan Aerospace MAL

12.7

Company Name

Stock Symbol 1 Week Return %

Calfrac Well Services CFW

-8.0

Dorel Industries

DII

6.1

Bonterra Energy

BNE

-10.1

Kirkland Lake Gold

KL

4.7

Yangarra Resources YGR

-13.0

Returns are as of the last trading day of the previous week.

Featured Broadcast

Gold, Gold Stocks, and Gold Miners. Bob Hoye - February 8, 2019
The broadcast opens with Hoye making a compelling case against central bank activism. He then moves on to the
outlook for gold and gold miners:
In a post bubble contraction, the real price of gold is likely to rise
Gold miner profits can grow as input costs fall
The value of mining deposits increase which is bullish for junior gold explorers

Insider of the Week

Laurent Troger
A week before Bombardier (No outlook; BBD.B) was scheduled to release its Q4 earnings report on February 14th, the
aerospace, rail & defense firm announced that it is losing one of its key executives. According to a company press
release, Bombardier Transportation President Laurent Troger has informed the company of his intention to resign and
pursue opportunities outside the company.
We will have to see if the resignation foreshadows anything negative about earnings. According to Investing.com,
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Bombardier is expected to report a Q4 profit of 2 cents per share.
Mr. Troger was part of a group of insiders who entered into an automatic securities disposition plan (ASDP) last August
which subsequently received a SEDI filing exemption for the sale of securities under the ASDP. INK Research does not
rank any stock where one or more insiders has received a SEDI filing exemption from regulators under ASDP
arrangements. In INK's opinion, these filing exemptions, although permitted, are not consistent with best governance
practices. As such, Bombardier does not have an INK Edge outlook ranking and is not eligible for inclusion in the INK
Canadian Insider Index.

INK Canadian Insider Index
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Historical Performance
Annualized Total Return as of February 11, 2019
04:49 pm
1 Year
-6.93%
3 Years

9.56%

5 Years

3.82%

10 Years

12.35%

5 Year Total Return Performance

The INK Canadian Insider Index is used by the
Horizons Cdn Insider Index ETF (HII), a 2017 and
2018 Fundata Fundgrade A+ ® award winner.
To learn more about th ETF please visit:
https://www.horizonsetfs.com/ETF/HII
To learn more about the Index please visit
https://index.inkresearch.com
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Disclaimer:
Canadianinsider.com is operated by INK Research Corp (INK). INK provides general information. INK has made all reasonable efforts to ensure that all information provided is
accurate at the time of inclusion; however, there may be errors. INK makes no guarantee of accuracy or completeness. All information and opinion expressed herein is subject
to change without notice. Insider information is based on filings made on the System for Electronic Disclosure for Insiders (SEDI®). Data is provided "as is" and by using this site
you acknowledge that the information which comprises the data is filed by or on behalf of the SEDI filers or other parties legally required or permitted to do so. Filings may at any
time contain errors. INK is not an investment advisory service, a financial planner, an investment advisor nor a securities advisor. INK does not purport to tell people, or suggest
to people, what they should buy or sell for themselves. Opinions and recommendations contained herein should not be construed as investment advice. Do not assume that any
recommendations, insights, charts, theories, or philosophies will ensure profitable investment. Users should always consult with and obtain advice from their professional
licensed financial advisor, including their tax advisor, to determine the suitability of any investment. INK recommends that anyone making an investment or trading securities do
so with caution. Users should perform full due diligence and investigate any security fully before making an investment or before the execution of a security trade based upon
information learned through INK. Investors should obtain annual reports and other company information to complete their own due diligence in any investment. Neither INK nor
anyone affiliated with INK is responsible for any investment decision made. INK employees may have an ownership or investment interest in any stock mentioned. In this
document, there may be third party content, content from authors or links to third-party sites or pages, the contents of which are not verified, maintained, controlled or
supervised by INK. INK is not responsible for and assumes no liability for the accuracy, completeness or timeliness of any third party content or authored content provided
herein or the information or contents of any linked sites or pages. The inclusion of any authored content or link by us does not imply that INK recommends, approves or
endorses the authored content or linked site or pages. The inception date of the INK Canadian Insider Index was November 14, 2014. All information presented prior to the
index inception date is backtested. Historical returns for INK Indexes prior to the live production date are calculated using the same INK methodology that was in place at live
inception date. Backtest performance calculations may not be complete due to lack of data sources, corporate actions and the availability and reliability of data for specific
securities. Past performance is not an indication of future results. Live application of the methodology used to construct the Index may not result in performance commensurate
with backtest returns. Indexes are unmanaged and while designed with the objective of being investable, they cannot be invested in directly. Any returns or performance
provided within are for illustrative purposes only and do not demonstrate actual performance. Performance returns do not include the trading of actual assets. Consequently,
results do not include transaction costs and fees. All information provided by INK is impersonal and not tailored to the needs of any individual, group, or organization. INK
receives compensation in connection with licensing its indexes to third parties for use in investment products such as exchange traded funds including the HII, mutual funds or
other vehicles. Do not assume that any such investment product will have performance results that track the Index or provide positive returns due to associated transaction
costs, fees and other factors such as but not limited to market risk. Prospective investors in any investment product which licences this Index are cautioned not to rely on any
statements set forth in this document. Prospective investors are advised to make an investment in any such investment product only after carefully considering the risks and
fees involved which are typically explained in a prospectus or similar document prepared by the issuer of the investment product. INK Edge® and INK Research® are registered
trade-marks owned by INK Research Corp. SEDI® is a registered trade-mark owned by the Alberta Securities Commission.

